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BEST HOME ELEVATOR IN THE WORLD!
In the biggest and most most prestigious elevator world awards program, Easy Living
Home Elevators were thrilled to WIN both 1st and 3rd place, out of 300 submissions
in the category of Elevators (Private Residence). Presented by Elevator World, the
premier elevator industry publication.

23 YEARS OF INNOVATION
Easy Living Home Elevators are passionate about improving your project’s value
and liveability, with hassle-free elevators.
We’re specialists who’ve been leading the way in Australia for 23 years and are
unchallenged across flexibility, quality, innovation, service and value.

CELEBRATING 10,000+ ELEVATORS AUSTRALIA WIDE
The most amazing statistic is that there are 10,000+ elevators in our
maintenance system Australia wide and although our elevators have evolved over
the years, our passion for quality, reliability and great service hasn’t.
In fact our friendly management team has a combined total of 400+ years of
elevator experience!

SUPPLYING AUSTRALIA WIDE
With world-class showrooms in most major Australian capital cities.
We supply Australia wide, from our trendy Melbourne CBD to the most remote
locations in the outback to Hamilton Island on the edge of the Great Barrier Reef.
We have probably installed an elevator in your street or even your neighbours home!

UNBEATABLE SERVICING
We have the technical expertise, special diagnostic equipment and genuine parts
required to keep your lift in optimum condition, with 6,000+ parts and accessories
held in our warehouse facilities.
With our inhouse training academy, nobody knows your elevator like our qualified
team of technicians, ensuring all issues are fixed first time, every time.

Quality
ISO 9001
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QUALITY CERTIFIED SYSTEM
Easy Living Home Elevators are proud to be the only specialist Home Elevator
Company to meet the toughest Australian and International Quality-Controlled
Standards of ISO 9001 certification. We have internationally recognised processes,
from start to completion ensuring your elevator is delivered to the highest criteria and
on time!
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SHAPING THE WORLD OF ELEVATORS
While the rest of the world is grounded in traditional methods, Easy Living
Home Elevators are taking to the air!

THINKING DIFFERENTLY
The SMARTAFRAME experience
is what sets us apart....because
we think differently!

For over 23+ years Easy Living Home Elevators is dedicated to shaping
the elevator industry, whether it’s Australia’s iconic elevators or introducing
revolutionary technology. We have set the pace with true innovation!
Our new ECOTRAK Series 3 lift installed in an innovative preassembled
SMARTAFRAME self-supporting structure is designed to make your life easier.
Every SMARTAFRAME structure complete with lift car is built off-site for a
faster, simpler and more sustainable construction. By integrating innovative
and digital design technologies we help improve the efficiency, quality and
safety of the lift industry. The WOW factor doesn’t end there, every lift car is
customised to your design specifications, and built to suit your decor.
Working collaboratively with builders, engineers, architects and specifiers,
the preassembled SMARTAFRAME self-supporting structure is precision
engineered, manufactured especially for Australian conditions using
world-leading innovation, built to last. Each structure is backed by the strength
of a 7 year structural warranty* giving our customers the peace-of-mind that
comes with having a product that sets the standard for others to follow.

SCAN HERE

TO WATCH SMARTAFRAME
installation in 30 seconds

*Residential applications
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EXPERIENCE TRUE INNOVATION
TRADITIONAL ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTION
Traditional elevator construction takes time and money. They are often the longest
critical path. First a pit is required and an enclosed shaft constructed either from
concrete, core filled reinforced block or steel columns as designed by a structural
engineer. This contains the elevator car, guide rails, controls, and drive system.
Then towards the end of the construction process, which is typically around the
time you would install a TV onto the wall, the elevator components are delivered
to site and assembled in the elevator shaft.
The elevator generally takes about 2-3 weeks to assemble on-site and this does
not include the time it takes for the builder to construct the elevator shaft.
Overall lead times, can be as long as 6-7 months. Now, imagine changing that
number to only 2 months.

The SMARTAFRAME structure marks the beginning of a new and exciting
generation to the Easy Living Home Elevators range.

The preassembled SMARTAFRAME structure process helps builders
complete their projects 70–80% FASTER compared to traditional
on-site construction.
HOW IS THIS MASSIVE ADVANTAGE ACHIEVED?
SMARTAFRAME CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
The factory is powered by a team of in-house designers, engineering and
manufacturing experts, backed by state-of-the-art machinery, processes and
design technologies.
The SMARTAFRAME structure is manufactured and preassembled in the factory,
according to the builders schedule.
Firstly, a plumb and level SMARTAFRAME self-supporting structure is assembled
followed by the elevator components including the lift car, all of the wiring, doors,
and guide rails are installed.

SMARTAFRAME

70-80%

Every elevator is then inspected and rigorously tested on the factory floor, in a
quality controlled environment before being securely packaged for transportation.
This minimises risks and saves significant time and costs rectifying defects upon
project completion.

FASTER
When the elevator arrives on site, it is ready to install. It frees up more time and
resources for other trades and keeps the elevator off the critical path that slows
progress in the traditional method.

SMARTAFRAME STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

TRADITIONAL ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
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BUILDERS HAVE ULTIMATE CONTROL
No longer on the critical path

Our team works with the builder, ensuring delivery schedules, align with the
builders program. As soon as the pit is poured the ECOTRAK Series 3 lift
complete with SMARTAFRAME structure is trucked and arrives on-site completely
preassembled which is then lifted by a crane and set into place in the elevator pit
by qualified installers.

With the SMARTAFRAME technology, the elevator is installed onsite
within an hour. As unbelievable as it may seem, you have a fully
installed elevator onsite waiting for power. It is really that simple!

Delivered & installed in

1 hour

“The SMARTAFRAME structure offers our clients

a solution where design, time and budget expectations
are known prior to the installation of the elevator,
offering certainty and quality”
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All of our prebuilt SMARTAFRAME
structures are built to the same high
quality Easy Living Home Elevators is
known for 23+ years

DESIGNED TO IMPRESS
COMPLIANCE
The SMARTAFRAME steel structure meets the requirements of all relevant
Australian Standards AS1735 and is engineered to meet the relevant structural
requirements of the National Construction Code as well as a rigorous check for
quality and consistency under our Quality Assurance process.

QUALITY
Quality is key, with consistent “out of this world” results across design,
engineering, manufacturing to installation. The SMARTAFRAME steel structure
offers reliability and precision with a plumb and straight surface that won’t
shrink, twist or warp over time ensuring durability and reduced maintenance
issues. Backed by a 7 year warranty, it’s the perfect choice for home designs

SPACE SAVING
The specially designed, structural, self supporting SMARTAFRAME structure
allows the elevator to fit into small spaces. An average overall cost saving of
25% is achieved when compared to using the masonry option. In a typical
home design this may equate to two square metres which results in more living
space or additional storage.
Also, the fact that you don’t need to rely on the building structure for support
also makes the SMARTAFRAME an excellent choice for retrofit projects.

TIME-SAVING
The SMARTAFRAME structure is completely preassembled with all the elevator
components installed in a controlled factory environment, while the project is
still in the process of site preparation and foundation works. With no delays
caused by weather, homes can be occupied sooner.
Projects can be completed 70-80% faster than traditional construction.

COST SAVING
No more making space for storage of all of the elevator components. Large
sections of areas are cordoned off for this purpose. For instance, the storage
area required is equivalent to approximately one car space per elevator.

THERMAL & ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
The SMARTFRAMA structure can be lined, insulated and clad in a variety of
ways which can deliver the desired thermal and acoustic properties.

SAFETY
Preassembly eliminates the heavy lifting and dangers associated with working in
cramped areas normally associated with elevators. Reduced man-hours means
fewer injuries. There are no open doors or open shafts to fall into because the
elevator arrives with all of the components already preinstalled.
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SCAN HERE
TO WATCH VIDEO

OUR EASY 7 STEP PROCESS
We are in with you, every step of the way.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

With over 23 years of experience, we have perfected the art of installing
high-quality elevators. Your dedicated project manager is available to ensure we
deliver a quality product that exceeds our rigorous quality assurance guidelines.
DESIGN AND PLANNING
> Project consultation with our design team to discuss your project in more detail
> Site inspection
> Easy Living provides site specific drawings, including engineering design
> Selection of finishes
MANUFACTURE
It’s now time to start the manufacture of your custom SMARTAFRAME structure
complete with elevator!
Manufacture takes place according to the builders schedule – rain, hail or shine.
Our experienced manufacturing team work side-by-side with engineers to deliver
a quality finished elevator in just 4 weeks.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Our team works with the builder, ensuring delivery schedules, align with the
builders program.
Every elevator is preassembled, inspected and rigorously tested on the factory
floor, in a quality controlled environment before being securely packaged for
transportation.
DELIVERY
Manufacture of your elevator is now complete and the exciting day has come.
We install Australia wide, from our trendy Melbourne CBD to the most remote
locations in the outback to Hamilton Island on the edge of the Great Barrier
Reef. So you can rest assured knowing that your elevator will arrive in perfect
condition.
INSTALLATION
As soon as the pit is poured the ECOTRAK Series 3 lift complete with
SMARTAFRAME structure arrives on-site completely preassembled.
Our specialist installation team are on site, ready to crane the elevator into place.
As unbelievable as it may seem, you have an elevator installed within an hour,
waiting for power. It is really that simple!
HANDOVER
Together, we will make a final inspection of the elevator to ensure it runs to your
satisfaction. We’ll hand over the keys and show you how to use your new elevator
as well as answer any questions you may have on maintenance care.
ENJOY!
You’re now ready to enjoy your new elevator for many years to come.........ready
to take you to the next level at the push of a button.
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OUR SIMPLE 7 STEP PROCESS

1. Design and planning

2. Preassembled in factory

6. Crane elevator

5. Our specialist installation team, ready
16

3. Rigorously tested

Our specialist team work collaboratively with our clients to design,
plan and install completely preassembled elevators that exceed
expectations on time, quality and cost.

4. Delivery to site

7. Elevator placed into position

8. Elevator in-situ
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PROJECT: Palm Lake Resort
Caloundra Cay
Easy Living Home Elevators partners with Palm Lake Group to incorporate
70 elevators complete with SMARTAFRAME into the exquisite Palm Lake
Resort Caloundra Cay, on the Sunshine Coast.
The Palm Lake Group have been building architecturally designed homes
for more than 40 years. Up to now, the vast majority of homes have been
two-bedroom single-storey dwellings. However, Caloundra Cay is taking that
award-winning design to the next level. Literally!
In a first for the Palm Lake Group, Caloundra Cay now offers two-storey home
designs complete with an internal elevator as standard.
PALM LAKE GROUP’S PROJECT GOAL
To reduce build times for the 2 story homes development.
KEY BENEFITS DELIVERED
Streamlined
Since the SMARTAFRAME system is preassembled in the factory, there is
significantly less truck traffic, equipment and material suppliers around the
construction site. This streamlined approach to construction provides for more
efficient productivity and eliminates unnecessary distractions and interference
that are typical of construction sites.
Ease of installation
The SMARTAFRAME system eliminates the problems that can occur when
using traditional shaft construction methods such as blockwork which rely
heavily on the skills of site labour, require high levels of supervision and are
time consuming.
Speed
The SMARTAFRAME system allows for a significantly shorter on-site
construction time frame. This is due to the preassembled, offsite manufacture,
ready for delivery and integration into the build. This, combined with the
elimination of on-site weather factors and subcontractor scheduling delays,
leads to a quick installation.
Keeping the elevator off the critical path that slows progress in the traditional
method.

“From our very first meeting we knew we had made the right choice
in elevator companies. Easy Living Home Elevators worked accurately
with our construction programme. The off-site manufacturing and
assembly meant that the elevators were completed in parallel with our
on-site works.

SCAN HERE
WATCH The Caloundra Cay
Project in Action

Our project programme was slashed when 8 elevators were installed in
one day!”
PALM LAKE GROUP
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PROJECT: Palm Lake Resort
Forster Lakes
Easy Living Home Elevators partners with Palm Lake Group, a family owned
and operated company that has been developing luxury over-50s lifestyle
resort communities for more than 44 years. Following on from their successful
project in Caloundra Cay, their latest project in Forster Lakes incorporates 40
elevators complete with SMARTAFRAME.
The carefully planned Palm Lake Resort occupies over 23 hectares. A range of
two-storey homes comes complete with an internal elevator as standard.
Easy Living Home Elevators was able to offer flexible configurations and
finishes to suit the Florida-inspired adodes. All Palm Lake Group had to do
was engage with the Easy Living design team to brief their requirements.
This project is already underway with the first stage of 44 homes expected to
be completed around July 2021.
PALM LAKE GROUP’S PROJECT GOAL
To reduce build times for the 2 story homes development.
KEY BENEFITS DELIVERED
“Because the ECOTRAK Series 3 lift and the innovative SMARTAFRAME
structure is already engineered and built under controlled factory conditions
to meet strict quality and tolerance standards. It’s just a matter of craning
the elevator in and adjusting it. Many of the necessary on-site trades are
eliminated, hence the simplicity. This also eliminates the safety issues involved
with erecting scaffolding and working outside subject to wind and other
elements”
Robert Pizzie, CEO - Easy Living Home Elevators.
By removing multiple trades from the critical path of a construction project, we
can deliver a lower cost, superior quality installation. The builder controls the
timing and we can concentrate on the quality.

A lift shaft made from Easy Living’s SMARTAFRAME
structure is self-supporting, cost-effective and
time-saving…….so it’s no wonder the
SMARTAFRAME structure is the future of elevators.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
As well as being visually stunning, you can rest assured that your structure
complete with lift car will be fully compliant with Australian Standards AS1735
and is engineered to meet the relevant structural requirements of the National
Construction Code.

Quality
ISO 9001

Easy Living Home Elevators are proud to be the only specialist Home Elevator
Company to meet the toughest Australian and International Quality-Controlled
Standards of ISO 9001 certification. We have internationally recognised processes,
from start to completion ensuring your elevator is delivered to the highest criteria
and on time!
Strict quality control ensures workmanship at each stage is easily checked and
consistency is guaranteed. Whilst all elevators are completely tested, signed-off
and securely packaged before leaving the factory.
Once installed, the elevators are completely tested and tuned once again with an
advanced safety technology check, ensuring for an outstanding experience.
Easy Living Home Elevators 23+ years of quality elevator installations is reflected
in our certified quality assurance system and embedded in all that we do.
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THE SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
We care about keeping the smallest possible environmental footprint and always
choose the most sustainable option available when making business decisions.
The impressive environmental benefits of the preassembled SMARTAFRAME
begin in the factory and continue on to the building site.
DECREASED WASTE
Manufacture and assembly of takes place in a highly controlled factory
environment capturing efficiencies not achievable through traditional on-site
methods. The SMARTAFRAME complete with elevator, uses standardised material
dimensions, drastically minimising cut-offs and waste. Any waste materials that
does occur and that would normally be sent to landfill, is instead recycled by the
factory.
REDUCED ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Since manufacture and assembly is carried out in a controlled factory environment
rather than on site, overall energy poured into the assembly process is only a
fraction of that which would be used on-site.
REDUCED EMISSIONS
Almost 40% of carbon emissions result from the construction industry, and much
of that is the result of inefficient transportation of labor, equipment and materials.
The centralised off-site manufacture and preassembly of the SMARTAFRAME
complete with elevator results in a lowering of carbon emissions, through
optimised deliveries. For instance 8 elevators can be trucked to site and craned
into place, by lunchtime!
REDUCED NOISE POLLUTION
Without the need for multiple deliveries and noisy on-site machinery, noise
pollution is reduced dramatically. Besides the environmental benefit, this also
means building sites are less likely to receive complaints from the surrounding
community.
REDUCTION IN DISRUPTION TO THE COMMUNITY
With less space required for workers, vehicle traffic and material storage. The
onsite portion of the installation process is very quick with an elevator delivered
and installed within the hour. So there is less disruption to the neighbouring
community in the form of noise and air pollution.
With our goal to reduce the industry’s environmental footprint, and the impressive
speed of SMARTAFRAME installation, the green benefits of this new technique
deserves to be considered.
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INSPIRATION
We offer endless inspiration through a range
of displays, styles and colour choice.
One of our dedicated and eperienced lift
consultants can visit you in your home or office to
discuss our range and your needs and
budget in a personalised consultation.
We believe you will be delighted with our product,
our service, our people and you will agree with us
when we say our elevators are
“Designed to Impress”
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SHOWROOMS
NSW & ACT
64 Penshurst Street
Willoughby NSW 2068
Tel. 02 8116 1500
VIC & TAS
7 Hoddle Street,
Collingwood VIC 3066
Tel. 03 9094 8600
QLD & NT
17 Campbell Street,
Bowen Hills QLD 4006
Tel. 07 3851 7500
WA
Home Base Centre
55 Salvado Rd,
Subiaco WA 6008
Tel. 08 6272 9400
SA
Home Ideas Centre
113 Anzac Hwy,
Ashford SA 5035
Ph: 08 8231 8858

OR visit easy-living.com.au
DISCLAIMER
Easy Living Home Elevators Pty Ltd offers this brochure as a general guide. All information and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest product information available
at time of publication. Easy Living Home Elevators reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice in colours, materials, equipment, specifications, models & warranty. The
colours shown in this document are a close match and are for reference only. Colour variations will occur depending on calibration of computer screens and reproduction variations in
the printing process. Absolute colour confirmation is only available with a physical sample. Product and component availability changes from time to time. We reserve the right to provide
alternative products and components that meet or exceed the same technical and performance specifications as the original product. “ECOTRAK” & SMARTAFRAME” Trademark owned in
Australia by Easy Living Home Elevators
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